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For the second year, COVID restrictions on social distancing and the 

wide scale cancellation nationally of most annual events, meant that we 

did not have either the Spring or Summer Flower Shows in Spaxton. We 

tried a "Colour for Spring" initiative, encouraging local residents to put 

flowers on view and produced some templates for colouring or painting 

which did attract reasonable interest and a full return from school pupils. 

An open invitation to contribute photographs to a Virtual Gallery on our 

Flower Show web site did not however produce an overwhelming 

response! 

We decided to repeat the Summer Safari given the extremely positive 

response in 2020. Although it was less well supported and the wet 

weather not ideal, there were enough displays of fruit, flowers, veg and 

crafts at front gates or in gardens to provide a good walk around the 

village, with an opportunity to raise some funds from a Plant and Produce 

Stall on the High St. The Parish Council generously sponsored the 

printing costs of a Trail map, and visitors to the Allotments were again 

made very welcome. There were 20 entries in the Potato Challenge, from 

over 30 potatoes sold, so a bit more profit made there, and we were 

pleased to have a good number of cleverly made and entertaining 

scarecrows. 

Thanks to Lucy and Carol for their work collating photographs, a Spaxton 

Calendar for 2022 was produced and has almost sold out giving us small 

profit, but essentially it was a contribution to the community. From 

feedback received I would recommend that we review whether the 

Flower Show Society continues to lead on this for next year. 

As always, thanks must go to all Committee members for valuable 

support during the year for ideas and a committed team effort. I am 

particularly grateful to Clare and Sarah for their secretarial work, but 

given the extreme pressure of their (paid) employment they are both 

reluctantly standing down from the Committee. Sue has diligently kept 

our accounts in order, for which we are again very grateful. 

In common with all other local community groups, we now need to 

recruit new volunteers. The recent coffee morning provided an 

opportunity to share thoughts about pooling interests, skills and 

enthusiasm for village activities. After two years of restrictions, and an 

awareness that many people are re-thinking and changing their priorities, 

it does seem the right time to look forward (though AGMs tend to look 

back), and fundamentally review the future organisation of our Flower 

Shows. 

 

Sally Foxhall, Chair, 25/1/2022 



 
  
 


